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AssrRAcr
Graeserite, ideally Fe4t3AsOl3(OH), is a new mineral species of the derbylite gloup, which includes derbylite, tomichite,
a"ndhemloite. It is found in needle-shapedcrystals, elongate along the c axis. Graeserils i5 6sn6alinig, spacegtoup AXm, with the
cell paramelersa 7 .184(2), b 14.289(6),c 5.006(2) A, p 105.17(2)",V 495.9(2) At, z=2, D,a.. =!.56 g/cm3.The VHNxgis_52L
(Mohs hardness -595). The strongest five lines of the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern [d in An)(hkD] are: 2.681(100)@31),
2.846(80X131), 1.583(50X351), 3.117 (30)(220), nd 2.029(30)(122). Graeserite is black and metallic, with a black streak; it
displays a conchoidal fracture. Pleochroism, bireflectance a"ndinternal reflections were not observed. The measured values of
reflecrance in air are compared with those of other members of the derbylite group. Electron-microprobe analyses gave TiO2
40.89, Fe2O333.64, FeO"6" 3.94, PbO 5.00, As2O3 13.51, Sb2O31.43, and H2O"a" 1.30, loral 99.80 wt.7o. The empirical formula,
based on 13 atoms of oxygen and one hydroxyl group, is (Fe3*z.qrFe2*o.gsTlos+Pbo.rs)>r.grTi3(As3*s.9aSb3*e.m)>r.orOrg(OH).
Graeserite o@urs as a hydrothermal mineral in Alpine-qpe fissures in gneisses of the Monte l,eone nappe at the locality
l,2ircheltini, in the Binntal region of Switzerland, in association with other rare arsenic oxides. With the name, we honor Stephan
Graeser, Universiry of Basel, Switzerland, for his fundamental studies of arsenic-bearing mins6ls.
Keywords: graeserite, new mineral species, derbylite group, Binntal fegion, Western Alps, Switzerland.

Somraenr
La graeserite, de composition id6ale FeaTi3AsOl3(OH), est une nouvelle espdce min6rale du groupe de la derbylite, qui inclut
derbylite, tomichite, et hemloi'te. Elle se pr6sente en cristaux aciculaires allong6s selon I'axe c. La graeserite
.sno€linique,
"r1
groupe spatial A2l^m,paramdres r6ticulaires a7.184(2),b 14.289(6), c 5.006(2) A, p 105.17(2)",V 495.9(2)
A3,Z=2,
Dcarr.= 4.56 glc^a.Ia duretd VHN25" est de 521 (-5% sur l'6chelle de Mohs). Les cinq raies les plus intenses du spectre de
diffracrion X (m6thode des poudres) t7 en A0(arrll sonr 2.681(100)831),2.u6(80)(131), 1.583(50)(351),3.1r7 (30)(220),
et 2.029(30)(122). La graeserite est noir m6tallique, avec une rayure noire; elle possbde une fracture conchoidale. Nous
avons d6ce16 ni pl6ochroisme, ni birdflectance, ni rdflexions internes. Les valeurs mesur6es de r6flectance dans I'air
sont compar6es avec celles d'autres membres du groupe de la derbylite. Les analyses obtenues par misosonde 6lecronique
onr donne TiO2 40.89, FezOz 33.64, FeO"a" 3.94, PbO 5.00, As2O3 13.51, SbzO: 1.43, er H2Od. I.3O, totzl,99.80Vo
(par poids). La formule empirique, calculde sur une base de 13 atomes d'oxygbne et un groupe d'hydroxyle, est
(Fe3*2.e1Fe2+6.3sTi9.5aPbs.15)23.9sTi3(As3*s.9aSbh9.67br.orOrr(OH).
La graeseriteest le produit d'une cristallisation hydrothermale
dans des fentes alpines dans des gneiss de la nappe de Monte Leone d Liircheltini, dans la r6gion de Bimtal, en Suisse;elle y est
associ6etr d'autres oxydes d'arsenic rares. Par le choix du nom, nous honorons Stefan Graeser,de I'Universit6 de Bdle, en Suisse,
qui a fait des dtudes fondamentalesdes mingl4rx d'arsenic.
(Iraduit par Ia R6daction)
Mots-cl4s: graeserite, nouvelle espbce min6rale, groupe de la derbylite, r6gion de Binntal, Alpes occidentales, Suisse.
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IlrrnopuquoN
Graeserite,ideally FeaTi3AsOl3(OH),
is a new
mineral speciesfound in Alpine-type fissures in
paragneisses
of theMonteLeonenappe,Binntalregion,
WesternAlps, Switzerland.It belongsto the derbylite
group,whichconsistsof thespeciesderbylite,tomichite
(includingbariantomichite),and hemloite(Table l).
Exceptfor hemloite,the mineralsof this group exhibit
the generalformula lttf*;tl+n}rrlO,H). The cation site
M3* is occupiedby Fe3*and V3+ (with occasionally
someFe2+,Pb2+,and Ti4), and the M4* siteby Tia.
Both thelld+ andlla+ sitesareoctahedrallycoordinated.
The tetrahedrallycoordinatedTsite is occupiedby Sb3*,
As3+,and occasionallyBa2*in bariantomichite.The
valuesfor the stoichiometriccoefficientsr:y are commonly4:3 (derbylite,tomichite,andgraeserite),but may
alsoamountto 5:2 (bariantomichite).
Derbylitewas discovereda c€nhtryago(Hussak&
Prior 1897)in cinnabar-bearinggravels at Tripuhy,
Minas Gerais,Brazil. Its close-packedoxide crystal
structurewasdeterminedby Moore & Araki (1976) and
refined by Mellini et al. (1983).Tomichitewas first
reportedby Nickel & Grey(1979)from the Kalgoorlie
gold depositin Australia.The crystal structureof
tomichite was determinedby Grey et al. (1987), who
further reportedbarian tomichite at the Hemlo gold
deposit,Ontario.From the 5smedeposit,Harns et aI.
(1989)describedhemloiteas a furthermemberof the
derbylite group.
In this study,wepresentmineralogical,
chemicaland
preliminary structuraldatafor graeserite,Graeseriteis
namedin honorofProfessorStefanGraeser(b. 1935),
of the Mineralogical-PetrographicInstitute,University
of Basel,Switzerland,who hasbeeninvolvedfor years
ir researchon oxides and sulfosaltsof arsenicin the
Binntal regionof theMontet eonenappe(Graeser1966,
Graeser& Roggiani 1976,Graeseret al. 1994, and
referencestherein).Both the mineralandthe namehave
beenapprovedby the IMA Commissionon New MineralsandMineralNames(proposal96-{10).Specimens
are
heldattheNailral HistoryMuseumin Basel Switzerland.

Ftc. 1. Generaltectonic map of the Binntal region, Western
Alps, Switzerland.Symbols:/. locality l-ftcheltrnl, MIN
MonteLeonenappe,PN Penninicnappes,MMSMesozoic
metasediments,
AM Aar massif (granites),sdl Simplon
detachmentfault.

orogeny, which affected the whole Alpine region by
extensive ductile-brittle deformations and regional
metamorphism reaching conditions of the lower
amphibolite facies in the Monte Leone nappe. The
regional geology is discussed in more detail by
Streckeisenet a/. (1974), Steck (1987), Hiigi (1988), and
Krzemnicki (1996). Several Prealpine ore concentrasulfides) within this nappe were
tions (As-Fetu-Pb
locally remobilized, thus generating some unique
hydrothermal mineralizations (e.g., Lengenbach, Ytzzo
Cervandoneo\{annigletscher, Liircheltini; cf Graeser
1966, Graeser& Roggiani l9T6,Krzemnicki 1996).
Pnvslcer ANDOmcAL Pnoppnrns

Table 2 presents a summary of the physical properties of graeserite compared with the other members of
the derbylite group. Graeserite, monoclinic A2lm, is
generally found in well-developed, euhedral crystals
that are elongate along the c axis. Commonly, they are
OccunneNcE
needle-shaped(<10 pm thick, up to 5 mm long, Fig.Z).
Graeseritewas discovered1995 in hydrothermal Lineations parallel to the c axis indicate exlensive twinveinsthatoccurin a two-micaparagneiss
of theMonte ning, Occasionally, graeserite occurs in radial aggre-

LeonenappeoBinntal region,WestemAlps, Switzerland, or in small cavitiesin proximity to suchveins
(wallrock alteration).Numerousspecimenshave been
found at the locality L?ircheltini(Frg. l), accompanied
by a wide rangeof otherhydrothermalminerals,including anatase,arsenopyrite,asbecasite,bournoniteo
cafarsite,cervandonite-(Ce),chernovite,fetiasite,gold
(traces),hematite,magnetite,monazite-(Ce),rutile and
tennantite.
The formation of graeseriteis attributedto the hydrothermalactivity associatedwith the Tertiary Alpine

TABLE I. MINERAIJ OF ITIEDERBYLITE GROT]P
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TABLE 3. @ABSERITB: REFLECTEI>IJGHT MICROSCOPY

TABLE2. COMPARITIONOFTHEDERBYLTTE4ROUPMINERALS
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gates,which are attachedto fetiasiteand in somecases
intergrownwith feldsparcrystals.
Graeseritedisplaysa distinct ductile behavior;thus
the crystalscommonlyaredeformedandcurvedduring
samplepreparation.Therefore,it is rather difficult to
investigatethemorphologyby opticalgoniometeror to
determinethe crystalstructureofgraeseriteby singlecrystal X-ray methods.Graeseriteexhibits a moderate
cleavagealong { 100} and a conchoidalfracture.The
densitycouldnot be measured
directlyby immersionin
heavyliquids,as it is greaterthanthat of Clerici solution, but was calculatedon the basisof the empirical
formula; Dx 4.56 g/cm3.The Vickers hardnesswas
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measured with a load of 25 g on a polished section of a
graeserite aggle9ate. The mean value of VHN25, 521,
correspondsto a Mohs hardnessof about5Vz.
For reflectance measurements, we used a Leitz
microscope with a Zeiss-SiC reference standard.Data
measured in air only are listed in Table 3. A comparison of the data with values for derbylite and tomichite
reveals a close similarity between graeserite and
derbylite (Frg. 3).Pleochroism, bireflectance and internal reflections were not observed. The optical data are
given in Table2.
Raman spectra were obtained on a Renishaw Raman
system 1000 (Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF,

Hc. 2. SEM photomicrograph of an aggregate of graeserite crystals. Scale bar: I mm.
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FIc. 3. Comparison of reflectance data for the derbylite-group minqal5. The reflectance
vafies RVoversus wavelengtl )t [nm] diagram (measured in air) reveals a close similarity between gaeserite and derbylite.

Basel) with an argon laser (25 mW, omnichrome). A
typical spectrum for graeserite is shown in Figure 4, as
it may aid in identification.
X-nay Cnysrar-r-ocRApr{y
aNo Crnpncer Covtposmoll
X-ray-diffraction analyses by precession and
Weissenbergtechniquesshowed graeseriteto be monoclintc A2lm, The cell parameters were refined from
powder data and are compared with those of the other
members of the derbylite group (Table Z\The indexed
X-ray powder-diffraction data for graeserite are lis[ed
in Table 4. There are strong similafi1ies between the
powder pattern of graeserite and those of other derbylitegroup minerals, which point to a close structural relationship among this group of minerals (Nickel & Grey
1979,Mellini et aI. l983,Grey et al. 1987,Berlepsch &
Armbruster 1998).
All samples of graeserite were first analyzed qualitatively by energy-dispersion spectroscopy (ED-)GF)
for element identification. These analyses and photographic documentation were carried out with a Philips
515 scanning electron microscopeoequipped with an
ED-XRF spectrometer (SEM Laboratory, Univenity of
Basel).
Six samples were analyzed quantitatively using a
Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 10 nA. The
following elements were measured (standards in parentheses):Fe (hematite), Ti (rutile), Mn (spessartine),Pb
(galena),Si (quartz), As (synthetic GaAs), and Sb (syn-

thetic Sb2O3).Vanadium and barinm, which are important constituents of tomichite and barian tomichite, were
found to be below the limit of detection. All data were
corected for matrix effects by aZ$-type
online procedure. The average composition determined from
results of 39 analyses(6 samples)is shown in Table 5.
The chemical composition of all the samples is rather
uniform, although the concenhations of Fe, Ti, Pb and
Sb show some variation from sample to sample. Backscattered-electronimages @SE) revealed no compositional zoning within the analyzed samples.
The normalization of the graeserite formula
(Table 5) is based on a total of 27 negative charges
(i.e., O2*e + OH- ) and a sum of eight cations at the
n43*,lul+*,and Z sites, as frst proposed by Moore &
Araki (1976) for derbylite. The H2O content was calculated assuming one hydroxyl group per formula unit
(Moore & Araki 1976). According to Grey et al. (1987)
and Mellini et al. (1.983), charge balance is usually
maintained by variation in the ratio of Fe2* to Fe3*. In
graeserite, this ratio (- 0.130) is comparable with the
= 0.155: Mellirtt et al.
one found in derbylite (E;e2+6;e3+
1983). The similarity in the values may be interpreted
as a further indication of a close structural relationship
between these fwo minerals.
The empirical formula for graeserite, derived from
electron-microprobe data (based on the average
results, Table 5), is (Fe3+2.91Fe2+o.gsTio.saPbo.rs)>3.e8Ti3
(As3+q.eaSb3*o.or)
>r.orOrr(OH), which is in good
agreementwith the composition Pbq.1a(Fe,Ti)7AsO12",
(OH)z-, obtained from the structure determination
@erlepsch & Armbruster 1998) on material from the
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Frc. 4. Ramal spectrum of graeserite,as obt?ined with a Renishaw Raman spectrometer.

same locality. The idealized formula of graeseritemay
be written as Fe+TigAsOrs(OH).The analyzedsamples
all contain some Pb2* and Fe2* (calculated on the basis
of charge balance) and a small excess in Ti# with respect to the idealized stoichiometry. The incorportion
of these substituting elements is probably due to the
heterovalent substitution [i] (Fe, Pb)z*Ti4* at the
trrl3*site.A plot (Fig. 5) of amout of Fe3* versus
>(Fe,Pb)2*+ Tie reveals a distinct negative correlation
(stope: -1.043, R2 = 0.924), which fits well with this
msghanism of substitution. A bivariate plot for As3*
versus Sb3+exhibits only a weak negative correlation,
although the incorporation of minor Sb in graeserite is
easily explained by a simple exchange substitution between Sb3+and As3* at the arsenic site.

Dlscusslox
Derbytite, tomichite, barian tomichite, hemloite, and
graeserite are rare accessory phasesknown to date from
only a few deposits worldwide: Tripuhy (Brazil),
Kalgoorlie (Australia), Hemlo (Ontario, Canada),Buca
della Vena (Italy), and Liircheltini (Swizerland). The
complex mineralizations of these deposits are commonly attributed to metasomatic and hydrothermal fluids (Mellini et al. 1983, Grey et aI. 1987, Graeser &
Roggiani 1976). Graeserite, as well as the other

TABLE 5. CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONOF GRAESERITE
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TABIT 4, X-RAY-DIFFRACTION DATA FOR GRAESERITE
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Gnansan,S. (1966): Asbecasitund Cafarsit,zwei neue
Mineralien aus dem Binnatal (Kt. Wallis). SchweizMineral. Petrogr.Mitt. 46, 367-375.
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'

& Roc,cIANI,A.G. (1976): Occurrence and genesis
of rare arsenate and phosphate minerals around Pizzo
Cervandone, Italy/Switzerland,. Rend. Soc. ItaL Mineral.
Petrogr.32,n9- 288,

UU^m'

f
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Ftc. 5. A plot ofthe concenfation ofFe3*yersus l(Fe,pb)2* +
Ti+ reveals a distinct negative correlation, which fis very
well the proposed mechanism of heterovalent substitution
[i] (Fe,Pb)2*TieFe]_2. [pfu]: per formula unit.

membersof the derbylite group, seemto be relatedto
the presenceof Au mineralization(e.g., tomichite:
Kalgoorliegold deposit;bariantomichite:Hemlogold
deposit,hemloite:Hemlogold deposit).At Liirchelrini,
theoccurrence
ofnativegold (traces)closeto graeserite
has recentlybeenconfirmed(T. Mumenthaler,pers.
conrmun.).
Finally, it seemslikely that an isomorphicseries
(partialor evencomplete)existsbetweengraeseriteand
both derbyliteandtomichite.This conclusionis based
on the proposedmechanismof substitutionon various
sites in graeserite,and in addition on strucftlraland
crystallographic
analogies
betweentheseminerals(e.s.,
Tables2, 3).
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CALCITE
IN SYNTHETIC
THERESPONSE
OF LUMINESCENCE
TO LABORATORY
HEATING
ROGERA. MASONI
Department of Earth Scieru:es, Memorial universtty of Newfoandland, St John's, Newfoundland AIB 3X5

AssrRAcr
Synrhetic calcite doped with Mn and Mg has been preparedfrom aqueoussolutions of CaC12using four different methods: (l)
rapid precipitation using Na2CO3,(2) rapid precipitation using NaHCO3, (3) rapid precipitation using ammonium carbonate,and
(4) slow precipitation from solutions in contact with ammonirrm carbonatevapor. Calcite preparedusing methods (1) to (3) forms
rhombs I to 4 pm across and has relatively broad XRD peaks. Calcite prepared using method (4) forms rhombs up to I mm across
and has relatively nanow )(RD peak widths. Cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra were obtained to characterize the intensity,
wavelengtl and bandwidth of emission. Calcite prepared using methods (1) aad (2) generally has lorper CL intensity than
compositionally 5imilal' galgite preparedusing methods (3) and (4). The wavelength of emission is independentof concentration
where Mn and Mg total less than approximately 0.01 atoms per formula unit, but increases at higher concentrations of these
elements.The bandwidth increaseswith the concentrationsof Mn and Mg. Calcite prepared by methods (1) to (4) was heatedin
CO2 and hydrothermally in the temperature range 75 to 400'C. Calcite prepared using methods (1) to (3) usually coarsens
significantly, and XRD peak widths become smaller on heating, especially in the presence ofwater. Little change in grain size or
XRD peak 'ridths takes place on heating calcite prepared using method (4). The intensity of CL increases as a consequence of
heating. Calcite made by methods (1) and (2) shows larger relative increases in CL intensiry on heating than that made by
methods (3) and (4). Hydrothermal feafrnent promotes a greater increase in CL intensity than does heating in CO2. The wavelength of emission increases and bandwidth decreaseson heating calcite that contains more than approximately 0.01 Mn and Mg
apfu.Wheretheconcentration of these elements is lower, changes in wavelengtl and bandwidth on heating are smaller and erratic
in direction. The effects of heating on CL intensity and XRD peak width are attributed to the annihilation of defects duri-ng
recrystallization. Changes in the wavelengttr and bandwidth of CL emission on heating are attributed to local redistribution of the
activator ions.
Keywords; calcite, synthesis,luminescence,recryrstallization.

Sorvluann
Ce travail porte sur la calcite synth6tique dop€e avec.le Mn et le Mg, et pr6par6e d pafiir de solutions aqueusesde CaCl2 selon
quatre protocoles diffdrents: (1) pr6cipitation rapide utilisantN*2CO3,(2)pr1nipitation rapide utilisantNaHCO3, (3) pr6cipitation
rapide utilisant le carbonate d'ammonium, et (4) prdcipitation lente d partir de solutions en contact avec des vapeurs de carbonate
d'ammoniun. La calcite pr6pareeselon les m6thodes(I) I (3) se pr6sentesousforme de rhomboddresde 1 d 4 pm de taille, et fait
preuve de rdflexions relativement floues en diffraction X. La calcite pr6par6e selon la m6thode (4) se prdsente sous forme de
rhomboddres atteignant I mm de taille; elle possbde des raies relativement 6troites. l,es spectres de cathodoluminescence (CL)
ont 6td mesur6spour en caractdriserl'intensit6, la longueur d'onde et la largeur de la bande d'6mission. La calcite pr6par6eselon
les m6thodes (l) et (2) monre en g6n6ral une intensitd CL plus faible que la calcite de composition semblable, mais pr6par6e
selon les mdthodes (3) et (4). la longueur d'onde de l'6mission est independantede la concentration dans les cas of les concentrations de Mn et Mg sont inf6rieures i environ 0.01 atomes par unit6 formulaire, mais elle augmente dans les cas of la concentration de ces 6l6ments est plus 6lev6e. La largeur de la bande d'6mission augmente avec la teneur en Mn et Mg. I-a calcite
pr6par6e selon les m6thodes (l) d (4) a 6t6 chauffde en pr6sence de CO2 eten milieu hydrothermal dans un intervalle de temperatue
entre 75 et 400oC. Les grains de calcite pr6par6eselon les m6thodes (1) d (3) deviennent en g6ndral plus grossiers,et les pics de
diffraction X devlennent plus 6troits suite au chauffage, surtout en pr6sence d'eau. Il y a trds peu de changement en granulom6trie
ou en largeur des pics de diffraction suite au chauffage de la calcite pr6par6e selon la m6thode (4). L'intensitd de 1'6mission CL
augmente avec le chauffage. La calcite prepar6 selon le.sm6thode.s(1) et (2) fait preuve d'augmsnlalisn, relatives en intensitE de CL
par chauffage, par rapport tr celle qui a 6t6 prdpar6e selon les m6thodes (3) et (4). Le traitement hydrothermal promouvoit une plus
grande augmentation en intensitd d'6mission CL qu'un traitement en presencede CO2. La longueur d'6mission augmente et la
largeur de la bande diminue suite au chauffage de la calcite qui contient plus d'environ 0.01 Mn et Mg atomes par unit6 formulaire.
Dans les cas of Ia concentration de ces 6l6ments est plus faible, les changementsen longueur d'onde et en largeur de la bande
d'6mission suite au chauffage sontminimes et erratiquesen direction. Les effets du chauffage sur I'intensit6 d'dmission CL et sur
la largeur des r6flexions en diffracdon X seraientdus I I'annihilation des d6fauts par recristallisation. l,es d6calagesen longueur
d'onde de 1'6mission et en largeur de labande suite au chauffage seraient attribuables d la redistribution locale des ions activateurs.
(fraduit par la R6daction)
Mots-clds'.calcite, synthbse,luminescence,rccristallis4fi6a.
I E-mail address: rmason@sparky2.esd.mun.ca
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The major control on luminescenceintensity in minerals is the presence and concentration of chemical
activators (such as manganeseand rare-earthelements,
REE) and quenchers(such as iron) in the phaseofinterest. The minimum concentrations required to activate
Iuminescencethat is detectableby eye are known to be
as low as ten to twenty partsper millien (Marshall 1988,
Machel et al. l99l), but the precise dependence of
luminescence intensity on concentration of activators
and quenchersis unknown. It is becoming clear, however, that trace-element abundances are not the sole
control on luminescenceintensity. Mason (1994, 1997)
has shown that heating and radiation damage significantly influence the intensity of the cathodoluminescence (CL) signal from synthetic calcite, and that in
natural calcite, heating causeschangesin the wavelength
and bandwidth of emission. as well as in its intensiw.
These observationsoffer the prospectthat th"r.aly
induced modifications to luminescencesDectracould be
used to estimate the paleotemperatureof a carbonatebearing rock. Such estimateswould be valuable in tne
temperature region below 300oC, where phaseequilibria
are improbable because of kinetic constraints, and
especially valuable below 200oC,where the maturation
of organic matter takes place.
The prospect of a geothermometer based on CL is
complicated by intersample variability in response to
heating, which may be dependenton composition (Mason 1997) or on crystallinity (Mason 1994).The present
study extends previous work by investigating how the
luminescencesignal and iS responseto heating depend
on the crystallinity and composition of synthetic calcite
with grain sizes spanning the range from micrite to
sparite.In addition, the effect ofheating in the presence
of water (conditions similar to those that would apply
during burial of sedimentary rocks) is compared with
heating in the presenceof CO2.
Exppnnr,nxrar Mrrgoos
The methods of synthesiswere designedto produce
suites of synthetic calcite of widely differing chemistry
and degree of crystal perfection (crystallinity) to be used
as starting calcite in a series of heating experiments.

were present in addition to Ca and Mn. The products
of this method of synthesis are called ACV calcite;
further details are given in Mason & Mariano (1990).
(2) Synthesisfrom manganese-bearingsolutionsby addiag NazCOg (NC) solution over a period of approximately 30 minules (NC calcite). (3) Synthesisfrom manganese-bearing solutions by adding ammonium
carbonate (AC) solution over a period of l0 minutes
(AC calcite). (4) Synthesisfrom manganese-and magnesium-bearing solutions by adding sodium hydrogen
carbonate (NHC) powder over a period of 10 minutes
(Glover & Sippel 1967) (NHC calcite). The NC and AC
syntheses were carried out at low temperature (2.5 to
6"C) to avoid coprecipitation of vaterite. The ACV and
NHC syntheses were carried out at room temperature.
At the conclusion of an experiment, the precipitates
were washed with distilled water and dried in air.
Chemical annlysis
The samples were analyzed by atomic absorption
(AA) for Ca, Mn and Mg. ACV calcite was also
analyzedusing a CamecaCamebax SX-50 microprobe
equipped with a Link Analytical eXL energy-dispersion
spectrometer (EDS). The concenfration of Ca was measured by EDS, and that of Mg, Fe and Mn was measured
by wavelength-dispersion methods. Calcite, dolomite
and rhodochrosite standardswere used. The operating
conditions were: acceleratingvoltage 15 kV, beam current 10 nA, and beam diameter 20 pm.
X-ray dffiaction

and scanning elecffon microscopy

An aliquot of each starting calcite and selectedsamples of heated calcite were prepared for powder X-ray
diFlraction Q(RD) to identify crystalline phases. ACV
calcile was crushedunder acetoneand spreadon a glass
slide. NC, AC and NHC calcite was of sufficiently small
grain-size that only disaggregation was required for
slide preparation. Selectedsampleswere mounted with
Si metal in order to measureunit-cell parameters.Data
were acquired using either a Philips 1800 or a Rigaku
RU-200 automated diffractometer. Samples were
mounted on Al stubs and coated with gold before being
examined with either a Cambridge Instruments
Stereoscan25O or a Hitachi 5-570 scannins elechon
microscope.

Synthesis
Heating
Calcite was precipitated from aqueouschlorides of
Ca, Mg and Mn prepared from reagent-grade powders.
The concentration of CaCl2 was 0.1 m/L, and those of
MnCl2 and MgCl2 were adjustedto produce the desired
composition of calcite.
Four different methods of precipitation were used:
(l) Synthesisfrom manganese-bearingsolutions over 7
to l0 days using ammonium carbonatevapor (ACV) as
the titrant. In three experiments small quantities of Mg

Heating was carried out in the presenceof CO2 by
filling a verrical ceramiclined tube furnace with the
pure gas. Temperafures were recorded every few minutes during the 15- to 20-minute warm-up period and
thereafter, several times per day. Recorded temperatures
did not vary by more than 3oC after warm-up and are
believed to be accurate to t5oC. Quenching to room
temDerahrre took 2 to 3 minutes.
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The starting calcite was sealed in platinum tubes for
experiments conducted in the presence of water (hydrothermal experiments). The amount of water added was
from 0 to 8.6 wtVo. The starting calcite was not dried
before loading the tubes, so tlat adsorbed water was
always present. Pressure was measured by a calibrated
Bourdon gauge and transmitted by argon gas. Temperature was read every few minutes during the 20- to
40-minute warm-up time and thereafter several times
per day. Recorded temperatures are accurate to within
5" and did not vary more than t2 to 4oC over the period
of each experiment.
At the end of the experiment, the pressure vessel was
cooled isobarically in a strearn ofcompressed air. The
tubes were cleaned and weighed. Those showing a
weight changeof more than 10.0005 g were considered
to have leaked and were discarded.
Lumine scence measurements
Luminsssgnge was excited using a modified JEOL
IXA-50A electron microprobe operating at aD,acceIerating voltage of l0 kV with a beam diameter of
approximately 50 pm and a beam-current density of
approximately 14 p"NrurP.
Spectra were collected on a Gamma Scientific
NM-3H monochromator coupled to the microprobe
optics by a fiber optic cable. All other instrumental
details are as in Mason ( 1994). Seven to ten spectra were
collected from each sample. Each spectrum was corrected for photomultiplier dark current and background
(see below). Comparisons between samples are based
on spectra collected in the same range of wavelengths
(500 to 800 nm); consequently, corrections for
photomultiplier responsewere not applied. The wavelength scale of the monochromator was calibrated in
the range 300 to 1000 nm using the emission from a
mercury vapor lamp.
Each spectrum was fitted using a background function (y - bo exp l-xlbl), with b. the amplitude and
b1 the rate), and a peak function (the Haarhoff - Van
der Linde function):

,r__!!L:

J

a1a3,!2n

it takes account of differences in peak width among the
samples.
Measurements on starting calcite were used as a reference againsl which spectra from heated calcite were
compared. Changes in the CL puameters following
heating are measured by the intensity ratio Isllp"l
(H: heated, Ref: reference), change in emission wavelength, A\ = In - )rn"r, nm) and change in bandwidth,
Af 1= Pr - fsg1, nm).
Rssulrs
Nature of the starting calcite
ACV calcite foflns transparent rhombs, typically 50
pm to 1 mm on a side, in some caseswith irregular terminations. ACV calcite precipitated from Mg-bearing
solutions has fewer well-developed faces than that precipitated from Mg-free solutions. Vaterite was found
in the products of some (Mg-free) experiments, invariably aggregatedinto spheres and easily removed by
hand-picking before the CL measurements and heating
experiments were performed.
AC and NC calcite form rhombs and modified
rhombs typically less than I pm across,usually aggregated into spheroidal masses (Fig. la) and, in some
cases,with a spherulitic texture. NHC calcite with high
Mn and Mg forms aggregates of modified rhombs that
range from less than 1 to 4 pm across,fhe larger sizes

'ry/c+*)

[*[;']']-'.+['{-d]'

in which ao is the arca. at the center of the undistorted
peak, a2 the width, a3 the distortion, and 4 = (x - a)/az.
This function accommodatesassymmetricalpeaks.The
constants derived from the fitting procedure were averaged to derive values for the CL intensity, wavelengtho
bandwidth and standard errors in these parameters.
Throughout this work, the quoted CL intensity refers to
the peak are4 emission wavelength is given as the peak
center (position of the maximum calculated signal, denoted I), and bandwidth is given as the full-width at
half-maximum height (f). The area under the peak is a
better measureof intensity than is peak height because

Hc. la. Physical appearanceof NC calcite. Scale bar: 3 pm.
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FIc. lb. The same calcite as shown in Figure la after heating at400C for 96.7 hours in the
presence of water. Note the increase in grain size and loss of edges and faces compared
with (a). Scale bar: l0 pm.

being found in samplescontaining lower concentrations
of Mn and Mg. Two samplesof NHC calcite have compositions that lie inside the calcite - dolomite solvus.
XRD spectra show that they are single-phase, though
with broad reflections.
Table I gives the bulk compositions. The bulk Mn
concentration for ACV calcite ranges from I x lOa to
approximately 0.(X atoms per formulawit(apfu). Maglesirrm is present in three samplesoattaining 0.03 apfu.
Manganese concentrations in AC calcite range from
7 x lf
to 1.4 x lf
apfu. Manganese concentrations in NC calcite lie between 3 X 10-4 and approximately 0.01 apfu. Ia NHC calcite, Mn concentrations
are between 0.004 and 0.09 apfu, and Mg reaches
0.3 apfu. NHC calcite with a high concentration of Mn
also has high Mg. These elementstotal 0.33 apfuin*vo
samples.
ACV calcite is zoned in Mn and, where present in
the starting solution, Mg. Both sector and concentric
patterns of zonation are observed.Manganeseconcentrations in individual CL zones range from below the
limit of detection of the microprobe (6.6 x lf
apfu,
2.o) to a high of 0.07 apfu. Magnesium concentrations
in individual zones attain 0.05 apfu. Calcite crystals
made by the AC, NC and NHC methods are too small
for microprobe analysis and for 2sning to be detected.
With the exception of NHC calcite wirh high concentrationsof Mn and Mg, the unit-cell dimensions are

very close to the valuesfor calcite given by Reeder
(1983).Thereareno systematic
differencesattributable
to methodofsynthesis,but botha andc becomeshorter
with increasingreplacementof Ca by Mn and Mg.
Luminescenceof starting calcite
The lumiaescencemeasurements
aregiven in Table
1. Figure2 showsthe CL intensityasa functionof Mn
content.Thedatashownwerecollectedin a singleday,
and great care was taken to ensurestability of the
microprobeduringdatacollection.
Intensity increaseswith Mn concentrationto a
maximumfor ACV calcitecontainingapproximately
0.04Mn apfu.NHC calcite,in contrast,showssystematicallydecliningintensityof emissionbetween0.004
and0.09apfuMn. Within the compositionrangefrom
approximately0.005 to 0.04 Mn apfu, therefore,two
different trends of concentrationdependenceare
observed.
Calcitesynthesized
by theNC methodgenerthan
ally has slightly lower intensityof luminescence
compositionallysimilal AC andACV calcite.
Startingcalcitehasemissionwavelength(I) in the
range598to 618nm Clable1).Thereis no evidenceof
of )r.on methodof synthesis.In ACV
any dependence
and NHC calcite, there is a positive dependenceof
wavelengthon the combinedconcentrationsof Mn and
Mg that becomesapparentwhen theseelementstotal
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LIJMINBSCENCE DATA FOR STARTING CALCM
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0.0t6 0.N62A
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<t
0.co624
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Frc. 3. Dependence
of the wavelength()t) on the combined
concentrationof Mn andMg. Concentrationis plottedon a
logarithmicscale.SymbolsasFigure2.

starting calcite have f greater than 82 nm (Iable 1).
Bandwidth increaseswith the combined concenffations
of Mn and Mg (Fig. 4). There is no evidence of any
systematic dependenceof f on method of synthesis.
Effects of heating on CL spectra

more than approximately 0.01 apfu (Fig. 3). There is no
discernible dependenceof wavelength on composition
at lower concenhations for any of the different types of
starting calcite. (See the Discussion regarding the choice
of total Mn and Mg as the independent variable in this
and other figures.)
The range ofbandwidths (f) observed for the synthesis products is 76 to p),nrn,btt only two s"mples of

Heating experiments were carried out at temperatures in the range 75 to 400oC for up to 1921 hn, with
the majority of experiments in the range 15 to 50 hn.
hessure in the hydrothermal experiments was 500 + 40
bars except in a series of experiments on AC calcite at
300'C, in which pressuresof930, 1660 and 2146bars
were used. Pressure in the COz experiments was
approximately I bar. Results of luminescence measurements on heated calcite are presented in Table 2.
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Ftc. 2. Relationship between CL intensity and Mn concentration for starting calcite. The dotted lines highlight tren<ls
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exceDtwhere shown.

Frc. 4. Dependenceofbandwidth (f) on the combined concentration of Mn and Mg. The apparent change in slope near
0.06 apfu is an artifact of the logarithmic scale used for
concentration. Symbols as Figure 2.
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X-ray-diffraction spectra show that NHC calcite with
compositionsinside the calcite - dolomite solvus breaks
down into two phases on heating. The XRD reflections
from the exsolved phases are very wideo but the patterns match a dolomite-like phase (without superstructure reflections) and calcite. Compositions estimated
from the (calibrated) positions of the lM reflections
indicate that the combined concentration of Mn and
Mg in the Ca-rich phase is less than approximately
O.Ol5 apfu. The relative intensities of the 104 reflections suggest that the dolomite-like phase is quantitatively dominant in all the two-phase mixtures. Other
samplesof NHC calcite and all samplesof AC, NC and
ACV calcite remain single-phaseon heating.
The factors that influence the value of IH/Ipsr
obtained in a given experiment are temperature,method
of heating and method of preparation of the starting
calcite. There are also consistent differences among
samplespreparedby the samemethod. There is no ev!
dence of a pressure effect in the hydrothermal experiments within the range 5OOto 2146 bars. Changes in
CL intensity are accomplished within 2 to 5 hours at
100'C and above. The few data available suggest that
at a lower temperature, longer experiments are required
for the changes in CL intensity to be completed. The
quantity of water present il the hydrothermal experiments has no influence on the value of IH/Ips1attained
at any temperahfe or on the rate at which changes in
CL intensity take place.
Heating causes an increase in luminescence intensity, with the majority of Is/Ip"1in the range 1 to 7. The
tull range of Ig/Ip"s is 0.65 to 16.5, with five experiments yielding Ig/Ip"6 less than I and six giving values
greater than 7. The highest IF/Irsl c4me from an NHC
starting calcite sontaining 0.03 Mn and 0.3 Mgapfuthat
recrystallized hydrothermally to two phases at 400oC
(Table 2).

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
Temperature('C)
O
o

NHC
ACV

a
a

NC
92020(b)
92020(c)

tr
E
E

AC
94007
94008
94009

Ftc. 5. Isllner as a function of temperanreand startingcalcite
for the hydrottrermalexperiments.Note the differencein
in (a),(b) and(c).Thecurvesandlines
scaleofthe abscissa
haveno theoreticalsignificance.The line in (c) is that for
the 94007datafrom O). The circled datumon (a) is from a
samplethat broke down to two phaseson heating.One
datumfor NHC calcite (In/In"r = 16.5 at 400'C) is not
shown.Error bars are less than the svmbol size except
whereshown.

The intensity ratio increaseswith temperature for any
given starting calcite and method of heating. When
heated hydrothermally, NC calcite has higher In/Iner at
a given temperaturethan AC and ACV calcite (Fig. 5).
The intensity ratio of heated NC calcite increases nonlinearly with temperature, apparently reaching a plateau
at 300 to 400'C @g. 5a). Intensity ratios for heated
calcite92O2O(b) are consistently lower than for heated
calcite9202O(c). Data for hydrothermally treated NHC
calcite are few, but Ig/Ips6are similal to those for NC
calcite (Fig. 5a). NHC calcite with compositions inside
the calcite - dolomite solws invariably broke down into
two phases on heating. In general, Isllp"l is greater for
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
('C)
Temperature
Hc. 6. lntensity ratio (Iriln"r) asa function of temperatureand
startingcalcitefor the CO2experiments.The curvedline is
for NC calcit€92020(b)(from Fie. 5a),andthesraight line
is for AC calcite94AO7(from Fig. 5b). SymbolsasFig. 5.
The circled dataarefrom samplesthat broke down to two
phaseson heating.

these samples compared with NHC calcite that remains
single-phase.Intensity ratios for hydrothermally heated
AC calcite increase with temperature, but there is no
indication that a plateau is reached over the temperature
range studied. AC calcite 94007 has the highest, 94009
has intermediate, and 94008 has the lowest IgApef at any
temperature (Fig. 5b). Hydrothermally heated ACV calcite has intensiry ratios similar to those of AC calcite
heated under the same conditions; there is, however,
considerable scatter in the data (Fig. 5c). There is no
compelling evidence of systematic differences in Inlln"r
among samplesof ACV calcite.
Heating in CO2 generally yields lower intensity
ratios than heating under hydrothermal conditions
(Fig. 6). In NC calcite, the difference between the two
methods of heating is relatively large, whereas in AC
calcite it is small. The few data available for hydrothermal treatment of NHC calcite make clear that their
Ig/Ip"1 extend to higher values than for heating in CO2.
There are systematic differences among the types of
starting calcite, with NC calcite and NHC calcite
having higher In/Iner than AC and ACV calcite heated
under similar conditions. This behavior is similal 1q
that observed when heating is carried out in the presence of waler.
There is no significant difference in lg/Ir.l between
the two samples of NC calcite when heated in CO2. This
is in contrast to hydrothermal heatrnent. Two samples
of AC calcite heated in CO2 differ in Ilrlln"r, with
calcitn94O07 having consistently higher values than
calcite 94009. This difference is in the same sense as
observed in the hydrothermal experiments. Intensity
ratios for ACV calcite heated in CO2 (Mason 1994) are
essentially the same as for hydrothermal treatment.
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FIc. 7. Intensity ratio (Ig/Ip"1) as a function of the combined
concenffation of Mn and Mg for hydrothennal and CO2
experiments conducted at 400'C. Concentration is plotted
on a logarirhmic scale. The circled data are from calcite
that broke down to two phases on heating.

In heated NHC calcite, Ig/Ip"s increases systemaof Mn and Mg
tically as .the combined concentration

increasesfrom approximately 0.01 to 0.33 apfu. TIis
trend is most clearly shown by the data for heating in
CO2, although similar behavior is suggestedby the more
limited dafa for hydrothermal treatment (Fig. 7). The
largest IH/Iq.6 are found for starting calcite that broke
down to two phases on heating. Among heated AC,
ACV and NC calcite, there is no evidence of any systematic dependenceof Ig/Ip"s on composition, although,
as described above, individual samplesof NC and AC
calcite attain different intensity ratios when heated under
the same conditions.
An attempt was made to ascertain if In/In.r is a
reversible function of temperature. The NC calcite
92020(c) was heated hydrothermally at 400'C for
71 hours, resulting in an lg/Ip"i of 5.4 t 0.2. Two
portions of this heated calcite were tlen separated
and heated hydrothermally for 164 hours at 480 bars,
one portion at l00o and one at 150oC. At 100'C there
was, statistically, no change in the intensity ratio
(Is/In"r = 5.6 t 0.2), whereas at 150'C the intensity
ratio increasedto 6.8 + 0.2. The latter value lies within
the range of IH/Isgi observed for hydrothermal
heating of this starting calcite at 400oC. These results
show that the cha:rge in intensity induced by heating is
irreversible.
Heating induced changes in the wavelength of CL
emission in some experiments.The changes(A\) range
from -7 to 13 nm for calcite heated in COz and -4.6 to
9 n- for calcite heated hydrothermally (Iable 2). In
general, only changes in wavelength greater than
approximately f I nm at'estatistically significant. There
was no significant change in wavelength for either of
the reversal experiments.
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on heating.

Changes in wavelength are erratic for hydrothermally heated calcite, with no evidence that AL is

Other effects of heating

temperature-dependent.
ThelargestA)t wasrecordedfor
heatedNHCcalcite(withMn andMgtoraling0.33apfu)
that separatedinto two phaseson heating.There is no
evidenceof a systematicdependence
of A)t on compositionfor theremainingsamples.
Wavelengthbecameshorterin 15out 19experiments
in which NC calcitewasheatedin CO2(Nt wasinsignificant for theremainder).Thereis a systematicdecrease
in the magnitudeof A\ (from an averugeof -4 to
-{.4 nm) with increasingtemperaturebetween250 and
400"C.Among heatedsamplesof NHC calcite,A)r is
dominally positive(i.e.,wavelengthincreases
on heating) and increasesas total Mn and Mg increasesfrom
0.01to 0.33apfu(Fie.8).At thelattercomposirion,
rwo
phasesformed during heating.Changesin wavelength
for heatedAC calcitewereinvariablyvery small.
Changesin the bandwidth(Af) of the CL emission
peak are generallysmall (ranging from -6 to 3.5 nm)
andtypicaly lessthant2 nm. tn hydrothermallyheated
NHC calcite,Af is consistently
negative(1e.,thebandwidth decreases
on heating),but in AC, ACV andNC
calcite,it is erraticin sign.Thereis no evidenceof any
dependenceof Af on compositionor temperature.The
greatestchangesin bandwidthwere found in NHC
calcite heatedin COz Grg. 9) and, as with the hydrothermaldatafor this type of calcite, AI is consistently
negative.There is no evidenceof any dependenceof
AI on temperaturefor anyof thedifferenttypesof starting calcite,butFigure9 suggests
thatin salsitessataining morethanapproximately
0.01Mn and,Mgapfu,the
CL emissionbandbecomesnarroweron heating.

XRD peaks become narrower as a result of heating,
especially under hydrothermal conditions at 300'C and
above and for NC and NHC calcite. Figure l0 illustrates,
forNC calcite, the spectral region containing reflections
from lattice planes2l4,208 and 119. After hydrothermal fr'eatrnentat 300oC or above,the width of the peaks
is comparable to that of natural calcite. In contrast" heating hydrothermally at 100oC, or at any temperature in
CO2, has little effect on XRD peak widths. AC calcite
has substantially narrower XRD peaks, and heating
causesonly a slight reduction. In ACV calcite (Fig. 11),
peak width is comparable to that of natural calcite, and
heating causes no change. Notably, any decreasein the
width of of XRD puks is greatest where Is/Ip"s is relatively large. Unit-cell paftlmeters did not change as a
result of heating except where the starting calcite broke
down into two phases.
SEM examination of heated calcite shows that there
are systematic changes in grain sLe and morphology
during heating. These are most apparent in hydrothermally heated calcite. Figure lb illustrates an example
from the NC series. After being heated hydrothermally
at 400oC for 100 hours, the crystals have coarsened to
5 - 20 pm and have lost any faces and edges present in
the starting calcite @g. la). Similar changes take place
ia calcite of the AC and NHC series, though coarsening
of AC calcite is less extensive than that of NC calcite.
Hydrothermal treafinent of ACV calcite leaves the crystals essentially intact, but with a little recrystallization
at the margins.
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Natural calcite

Hydrothermal

Hydrothermal
400'c lHflRs,='1.9

zt00'C lgflp"y = 3,8

300'c lHnRqf= 1.8

3tD 'C lg/|p"1= 4.0

100'C IHnRef= 1

100 'C lHflqef = 1.4

60
400 "C lp/lR"f = 2.4
250 'C Ig/13"1= 1.4
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20 (CulQ)
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Ftc. 10. XRD spectrafor the 20 region 60 tD 62" for natural
calcite and for AC calcite beforeand after heatinghydrothermally and in COz.

DrscussroN
This discussion will fust deal with hypothesesthat
may explain the data before going on to consider how
the results apply to natural calcite. Finally, some comments will be presented regarding prospects for use of
CL as a geothermometer.
Controls on CL inter*ity
The principal observations to be explained are
(a) that heating of synthetic calcite causes an increase
in the CL intensity, (b) that different methods of synthesis produce calcite that differs in its response to heating, and (c) that individual samples ofcalcite prepared
by the same method differ in their response to heating.
There are two hypotheses that can, in principle, explail
the effect of heating on CL intensity. Both hypotheses
involve changing the concentration dependenceof

61

62
(CuK";
20

63

FIc. 11. )(RD spectrafor the 20 region60 to 62'for natural
calciteandfor ACV calcitebeforeandafterheatinghydrothermally.

luminescence.A briefreview ofthat dependenceis presented below, and further details are given in Walker
(1985) and Imbusch (1978). A quantitative treatment is
given by Johnson and Williams (1950a, b).
As the concentration of activator ions in a matrix
increases, the intensity of luminescence increases to a
concentration beyond which the addition of activator
ions causesit to diminish. This phenomenon (concentration quenching) arises because there is a finite probability that an activator in an excited elechonic state will
hansfer the excitation energy to an adjacent activator
that is sufficiently close. This process can continue until
the excitation energy is released radiatively (i.e., with
the production of luminescence)or non-radiatively (i,e.,
with the production of phonons only). Non-radiative
release is more probable if the excitation energy is
passed to an activator that is close to a def.ect (e.g., a
vacancy, an impurity, erc.) (lnbusch 1978). The more
rimes the excitation energy is passed among adjacent
activators, the greater the chance that it will eventually
encounter an activator on which non-radiative decay is
probable. Thus as the number of activator ions in close
proximity i-ncreases,so too does the probability of nonradiative release of excitation energy.
If the distribution of activator ions on the available
sites is random, then as the activator concentration is
increased, the number of isolated activators will
increase,So too, however, will the probability of find-
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ing activators on adjacent sites in clusters of different
sizes. At a high concentration of the activator, there are
relatively few isolated activator ions, resulting in relatively low intensity of luminescence.The distribution
of the activators on the available sites (in clusters, in
random occupancy, in patterns of order, etc,) and the
nature and concenffation of defects that encourage nonradiative release of excitation energy will therefore play
importantroles in controlling CL intensity. The hypotheses to be considered deal with these effects; they will
be stated, then compared with the evidence presented
above.
The hypothesisof defects:Defects ofunknown type
are present at different concentrations in calcite made
by different methods. Heating causes destruction of
these defectso thus allowing increased CL emission
without change in the bulk composition of the calcite.
The hypothesis of clusters: Calcite synthesized by
different methods has differently distributed activator
ions (e.g., different numbers and sizedof clusters),leading to ffierent extents of concentration quenching at a
given (bulk) concentration of activator. Heating
disperses the clusters, leading to enhanced efftciency
of CL.
Both hypotheses explain the observations on CL
intensity and its change on heating. If the hypothesis of
defects is correct" then NC and NHC calcite have greater
concentrations of defects than AC and ACV calcite. If
the hypothesis of clusters is comect, then NC and NHC
calcite have a greater portion of their Mn concentration
contained in clusters than do AC and ACV calcite. The
evidence from XRD spectra and from changes in the
wavelength of CL emission on heating, together with
indirect evidence conceming the local distribution of
Mn that can be inferred from phase equilibria, are
important in testing these hypotheses and will be discussedbelow.
XRD spectra and crystal size
As described above, both NC and NHC calcite have
relatively wide XRD reflections that become significantly narrower on (hydrothermal) heating. The width
of XRD reflections depends on the degree of perfection
(crystallinily; of the struchrreand on the size of the crystals, being greater where the crystallinity is poor and
crystals are small (Klug & Alexander 1974). ThLedrfference in width of XRD peaks among types of starting
calcite cannotbe attributed to grain-size effects because
AC calcite, with relatively na:row XRD peaks, has simiIar grain-size to NC calcite, with wide XRD peaks.It is
unlikely that the cluster hypothesis can explain differencesin XRD spectraamong NC, AC and ACV calcite
because Mn concentrations are generally too low to
cause significant structural distortion. The evidence
from XRD spectra of NC, AC and ACV calcite thus
favors the hypothesis of defects. The width of XRD
peaks from NHC calcite with high Mn and Mg could be
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explained by the distribution of these elements, by
defects, or a combination of both factors.
Wavelength
The wavelength of emission depends on the number
and identity of cations in the second coordination shell
about an activator, because they exert an influence on
the M4 distance of the activator. This changes the energy difference between the lowest excited state and the
lower level stateinvolved in emission (usually the electronic ground state) (Walker 1985, Imbush 197.8).
Where an activator is in dilute solution in the host, it is
dominantly the host cations (Ca in the presentcase)that
occupy the second coordination shell. As these are
replaced by other substituents (Mn or Mg in the present
case),the wavelengtl of emission should sffi systematically in a direction controlled by the characteristic
M-O distance of the substituent, together with any
changes in distance brought about by relaxation of the
structural strain associated with substitution of a differently sized ion (Waychunas 1988). Sommer (1972)
demonstrated that in the rhombohedral carbonates, the
wavelength of emission from Mn2* increases with
increasing Mg content. This is consistent with the
shorler M-O distances observed in Mg-O polyhedra in
dolomite and magnesite (Reeder 1983).
The present data do not permit the effects of Mn and
Mg unambiguously to be separated because the majority of samples with substantial Mg also have a high
concentration of Mn. Starting calcite lacking Mg has Mn
concentrations in the range 3 x 10-s b 0.036 apfu
(Table l). The starting calcite with the highest concentration of Mn in this group has the longest emission
wavelength (605 nm), suggesting that wavelength
increaseswith Mn concentration. The behavior of wavelength as a function of Mn can also be inferred ftom
crystal-chemical arguments, ln rhodochrosite, the M4
distanceis 0.219 nm (Reeder l983,Table?a), compared
with 0.210 nm for magnesite and 0.236 nm for calcite.
It is expected, therefore, that the effects of Mn and Mg
on )t will be complementary, substitution of both causing an increase in the wavelength of emission. This
explains the systematic increase in )t that is observed
for combined Mn and Mg concentrations great€r than
approximately O.Ol apfu. (This expected similalily ia
the effect of Mn and Mg substitution on wavelength is
the reason that the total of these ions per formula unit is
used as the independent variable in plots of )t and A)t as
a function of composition.)
Given that local coordination controls the wavelength of emission, then changes therein must reflect
changes in the coordination of the activator induced by
heating. A simple interpretation based on the relations
between wavelength and composition discussedabove
is that shifts to shorter wavelength (negative A)t) reflect
decreasing abundancesof Mn or Mg or both around any
one activator, and a positive A)t reflects an increase. In
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Ftc. 12.A porrionof thesystemCaCO3- MnCO3- MgCO3at 500.C, 10kbar(afterGoldsmith & Graf 1957).The solid symbolsindicatethe compositions
of startingcalcite.
SymbolsasFigure2.

termsof the clusterhypothesis,negativeA)t represents
dispersalof clusters,andpositiveA)rrepresents
theformation ofclusters. Inferencesregardingthe likelihood
of the formation or dispersalof clusterscan be drawn
from considerationof phaserelationsin the system
CaCOg- MgCO3- MnCO3,togetherwith A)t.
TheCaCO3- MgCO3- MnCO3syslemwasstudied
by Goldsmith& Graf (1960).Their phaseboundaries
for the Ca-rich portion of tle systemat 500oCand
l0 kbar (the closestapproachto the heatingtemperaturesusedin the presentstudy)areshownin Figtre L2,
along with the phasecompositionsof startingcalcite
usedin the presentwork. In the temperaturerangeof
the presentstudy,the temarysolws shouldbe slightly
wider. Low pressuresshouldalso serveto widen the
solvusif the dataof Goldsmith& Newton (1969)on
the CaCO3-MgCO3binary joil extend to the ternary
system.Thereis someuncertaintyin phaserelationson
thejoin CaCO3{aMn(CO3)2,
thecompositional
region
occupiedby NC, AC and all but threesamplesof ACV
calcite.Datafrom phase-equilibriumstudies(Goldsmith

& Graf 1.957,de Capitani & Peters l98l) indicate the
presenceof a solid solution ftom calcite to a composition close to ca:Mn = 50:50, even at low temperature.
However, reaction rates in this system are low, and
Goldsmith (1983) and Peacor et al. (1987) have discussed evidence from natural assemblagessuggesting
that under equilibrium conditions a solvus exists
between a Ca-rich solid solution and kutnohorite. If
these interpretations are correct, then Ca-Ca and
Mn-Mn clusters in Mg-poor calcite should be stable
relative to random distributions, even for sampleswith
compositions that lie outside the two-phase region.
OnIy the two samplesof NHC calcite cont2ining the
greatest abundances of Mn and Mg have Al, that are
large and consistent in direction between hydrothermal
and CO2 heating experiments. Manganesepartitions into
the Mg-rich phase in their unmixed products. This result
is consistentwith the observationsof Lloyd er aI. (1993)
and El Ali et al. (1993), who have shown that in dolomite, Mn partitions into the Mg site in preference to the
Ca site. The positive AI recorded for these materials
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arethusconsistentwith thechangedcoordinationof Mn
Partitioningof Mn into the
impliedbyphaseseparation.
Mg-rich phaserequiresslight enrichmentof Mn relative to thestartingcalcite.This effectmustlead,on average,to closer proximiry of the Mn ions than in the
startingcalcite,andshouldleadto enhancedconcentration quenchinganda reductionin CL intensity.Instead,
heatingof thesetwo samplesof calciteinvariablycaused
an increasein CL intensity. Indeed,the largestvalues
of Irilner encounteredin this study camefrom calcite
thatunmixedinto two phasesduringhydrothermalheatment.This showsthat the clusterhypothesisdoesnot
explainthechangesin CL intensity,at leastwithin this
rangeof composition.
Thereis no evidenceofphaseseparationduringheating of theremainingsamplesof NHC calcite.Although
their compositionslie outside the ternary solvus
Ca-richandMg-richclusFig. 12),at low temperature
tersshouldbe stablerelativeto a randomdistributionof
by mixing
beingdetermined
cations,theircompositions
propertiesin the Ca-Mg-Mn carbonatesystem.Both
dispersalandgowth of clustersarepossible,depending on the initial disribution of cations,which is
unknown.The preferenceof Mn for Mg-enrichedcarbonatesQ-loydet al. l993,El Ni et al. 1993)makesit
likely that any Mg-rich clusterswill partition Mn preferentiallyrelative to Ca-rich clusters.The predominantly positiveA)t observedfor thesesamples(when
heatedin CO) suggeststhat such (Mg,Mn)-enriched
clusterseither form or grow larger during heating.
Formationor growth of Mn-enrichedclustersshould
enhancethe operationof concentrationquenchingand
causea reductionin CL intensityon heating.This is not
the behaviorobserved:heatinginvariably causesan
increasein CL intensity.
The erratic nature of wavelengthchangesfor AC,
ACV and NC calcite,which lie on the CaCO3regarding
CaMn(COt2join (Fig. 12),anduncertainties
phaserelationsin this part of the system,makeevaluation of theclusterhypothesisdiffrcultfor thesecompositions.However,if dispersalof anyMn cluslersformed
during crystal grovl'this a major causeof increasedCL
intensitywith heat treatment,then there shouldbe a
negativerelationbetweenA\ andIH/Ipdfor thesematedoesnotexist.Within thecomrials.Sucha relationship
positionrangeof AC, ACV andNC calcite,the cluster
hypothesisis unlikely to explah glangesin CL intensity on heating.
Bandoidth
The bandwidth of CL depends on the extent of vibrational interaction between the activator and the ions
to which it is coordinated (Walker 1985). The slight
increase in bandwidth of luminescence emission witl
increasing concentration of Mn and Mg could be interpreted as arising solely from changesin this interaction
as ions of different mass and electronic structure pro-
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gressively replace Ca. If this hypothesisis correct, then
the bandwidth of emission from Mn2* in magnesite
should differ from that in calcite. This is not the case:
the bandwidth (f) of CL emission from magnesite is
typically 77 to 85 nm (l\4ason,unpubl. data), arange
enclosedby that of calcite in the present study.
An alternative explanation of the effect of composition on bandwidth is that increasing replacementof Ca
by Mn and Mg increases the range of coordination
environments of the activator. Both random substitution
and chemical zoning could cause this effect (Smith
l953,Wa1ker et al. 1989).If substitution of Mn and Mg
is random, then simple statistics suggest that the greatest range of coordination environments of the activator
should arise when Mn and Mg total 0.5 apfu. The
present measurements are consistent with this intelpretation in that I increases continuously up to a total Mn
and Mg concentrationof 0.33 apfu,themaxtmum available in this study. The critical test, to observe if I
decreasesas the total of Mn and Mg approacbes I apfu,
cannot be performed with the presently available data.
In the absenceof evidence to the contrary, it is assumed
that the statistical hypothesis is conect.
Heating of NHC calcite causedthe emission band to
became narrower (i.e., LT is negative). Taking the statistical hypothesis to be correct, this observation suggests that heating causes a reduction in the range of
coordination environments of the activator. This interpretation is consistent with preferential partitioning of
the Mn into one phase for thoss 5amplesthat break down
into two phaseson heating. It is inferred from their negative AI that in NHC salgils senfaining lesser amounts
of Mn + Mg, there is an increase in clustering of these
elements, but without phase separation. This inference
agreeswith the deductionsmade on the basisof changes
in wavelength.
If the cluster hypothesis is correct, then dispersal of
Mn-rich clusters on heating causesthe CL intensity to
increase.The evidencefrom changesin wavelength and
bandwidth, together with behavior inferred from phase
relations in the system CaCO3-MgCO3-MnCO3, is that
clusters are more likely to form or enlarge than to disperse during heating. This should lead to reduction in
CL intensity, contrary to ttre observations.The cluster
hypothesis is thus consideredto be false.
Recmstallization
Morphological study by SEM shows that hydrothermal conditions are optimum for recrystallization, probably becausea processof dissolution and reprecipitation
can operate, whereas in CO2 it cannot. The modest
recrystallization and improvement in crystallinity that
occur when calcite is heated in CO2 suggest that the
correspondingly modest increase in Ig/Ip"s under fhese
conditions is a kinetic effect. Where a driving force for
recrystallization exists (e.g., phase separation) and a
mechanism is avulable (e.g., solution - reprecipitation),
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large changesin CL intensity result from heating. Conversely, when the driving force for recrystallization is
smaller, changesin CL intensity are relatively modest.
It is concluded that extensive recrystallization under
hydrothermal conditions aids the annihilation ofdefects,
causing a reduction in the widths of XRD peaks aad a
large increasein CL intensity.

differences in the density of defects acquired during
crystal growth.
(2) The wavelength and bandwidth of CL of emission from calcite increase as Ca atoms are replaced by
Mn and Mg.
(3) There are significant differences in the width of
XRD peaks among batches of calcite synthesized by
different methods. These differences are attributed to
Comparison with rntural calcite
differences in the density of defects.
(4) The intensity of luminescence from Mn2+-actiAmong the four methods of synthesis used in the vated calcite is increased by heating, especially in the
present work, the ACV method produces calcite that is presence of H2O. The increase is greater at higher temmost comparable with natural calcite in terms of crysperafures.
tallinity (as manifested in widrh of XRD peaks) and of
(5) The magnitude of the increase in CL intensity
the relatively modest responseof CL intensity to heat- induced by heating depends on the method by which
ing. The ACV method of synthesis is thus most appro- calcite is synthesized. Differences among batches of
priate if a chemically simpte analogue of natural calcite
calcite prepared by different methods are attributed to
is required for a study of CL. There are, nevertheless, systematic differences in density of defects.
some differences between ACV and natural calcite. The
(6) Wavelength and bandwidth of CL emission may
laner exhibits $eater variability in the wavelength and change during heating. These changes are attributed to
width of the CL emission band activated by Mn2*, and redistribution of Mn and Mg at the available sites.
in the responseof this band to heating (in COD, than
(7) )(RD peaks become narrower when synthetic
doesACV calcite. Mason (1997) anributed this variabilcalcite is heatedin the presenceofwater. The changeis
ity to the presenceof Mg, which extends to O.O2apfu greatest at higher temperature and in calcite showing
compared with up to 0.03 apfu in ACV calcite, in addithe largest concomitant increasein CL intensity.
tion to Mn. The present results show that the preseDce
(8) Individual samples prepared by the same melhod
of Mg within this range of concentration does not
differ in the magnitude of their responseto heating. Comexplain these differences. As discussedabove, the waveposition contributes to this effect, but sample-to-sample
length and bandwidth of CL emission, and changesin
differences in density of defects also may be important.
these parameters, most probably depend on the local
(9) Changes in the CL intensity and reduction in
distribution of Mn and Mg. If this interpretation is corXRD peak width induced by heating are attributed to
rect, differences between nahral and ACV calcite may
annihilation of defects.
reflect greater variability in their distributions in the
( l0) Calcite precipitatedfrom CaCl2solution by conformer. Alternatively, the presence of both Fe and Sr in
tact with ammonium cabonatevapor provides the best
natural calcite might play a role, although their low
synthetic analogue of natural calcite in terms of its reconcentrations [0.004 and 0.0003 apfu, respectively: sponseto heating.
Mason (1997)l make this unlikely.
The existence of a temperature effect on CL intenAcnqowuocnvmr.us
sity raises the possibiliry that it could be used as a
geothermometer. Mason (1997) showed that whereas
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tary succession.The origin of theseeffects must be un- petrology group for their help and many kindnesses.
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AppsNDx:Ennerur,t
Interestedreadersshouldnote that on page730 of Mason(1997),Figure6
was inadvertentlyrepeatedas Figure 7. The caption to Figure 7 was printed
correctly.The correctfigure is reproducedbelow.
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Ftc. 7. Change in emission bandwidth ( FWHM) induced by heating plotted against CAI.
Mean values for each CAI group are shown as large filled symbols. The lines at
-2 and +3 nm enclose the data from synthetic calcite (Mason 1994; unpubl. data).

